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Chapter 871: a small dumpling was lying on the big white bed 

 

the call was from the head of yinyan kindergarten. 

” hello, mu tianxin’s mother. i have bad news for you. please be mentally prepared. ” 

“today, our yinpi kindergarten was holding a garden party, and little mu tianxin accidentally fell into the 

pond. because there was no one by the pond at the time, it was only after a few minutes that the 

management realized that someone was drowning. when mu tianxin was rescued, she was already 

unconscious. we immediately carried out a simple resuscitation and called the ambulance. the 

ambulance is already here, and we’re on our way to ruixin hospital.” 

” ruixin hospital’s address is xxx road xxx. please come over immediately … ” 

upon hearing the director’s words, luo chenxi’s heart clenched abruptly. her hand trembled and she 

almost dropped her phone to the ground. 

after the call ended, she left all her bags behind and turned to leave. 

he hailed a taxi and rushed to ruixin hospital. 

it was rush hour, and the traffic was heavy. 

when luo chenxi saw that the cars had formed a long queue and were not moving at all, she thought of 

the little dumpling who was lying unconscious on the hospital bed. she was so anxious that tears were 

about to fall from her eyes. 
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he kept urging the driver, ” please drive faster, please drive faster! i have an emergency!” 

the taxi driver was impatient and frowned. ” “miss, can you be reasonable? the traffic is so heavy that i 

can’t drive fast even if i wanted to. i can’t drive against the traffic rules, right? besides, if you have an 

emergency, which family doesn’t have one? if you’re in a hurry, why didn’t you leave earlier?” 

luo chenxi explained anxiously, ” i’m sorry, sir. my daughter fell into the pond at the kindergarten. she’s 

in the hospital now. i’m very worried about her. ” please drive as fast as you can.” 

the taxi driver was stunned for a moment. he looked at her through the rearview mirror and was 

surprised. 

“no way? miss, you’re so young, but you already have a daughter?” 

luo chenxi only reacted to the situation after she heard that. she had blurted out that the little dumpling 

was her daughter without thinking! 

it seemed that subconsciously, she had already completely regarded the little dumpling as her own. 



seeing her in this state, the driver wanted to help her. he did everything he could to drive through the 

crowded traffic. 

there were even a few minor violations. 

in the end, he finally sent luo chenxi to the hospital within half an hour. 

luo chenxi was extremely grateful. she took out a few hundred-yuan bills and passed them to the other 

party. ” thank you, thank you so much! ” 

“no need, miss, it’s just a small effort …” 

when luo chenxi saw that he refused to accept the money, she tossed the money into the car. 

she rushed into the hospital. 

in the luxurious single ward, the head of yinyan kindergarten was personally guarding the bed. 

the principal was also from a rich family and had always been remotely controlling yinyan kindergarten, 

rarely appearing in person. 

he had rushed to the hospital today because something serious had happened! 

young master mu’s daughter had actually drowned! 

“how’s mu tianxin? what happened to her? did he wake up?” 

luo chenxi rushed into the ward and saw a tiny dumpling lying on the large, white bed. 

her usually ruddy and lovely apple-like face was now as pale as a piece of paper. her pink and tender 

little mouth was also frighteningly white. 

xiao tuanzi’s eyes were tightly shut and it was motionless. it had an oxygen mask on its face. 

luo chenxi’s heart skipped a beat when she saw that. intense fear swept through her entire body in an 

instant. 

her little dumpling was still alive and kicking when she left the house this morning. how did she become 

like this after not seeing her for half a day? 

Chapter 872: you want to forget about it with just an apology? 

 

luo chenxi squeezed through the crowd of onlookers with all her might and pounced to the front of the 

hospital bed. 

she wanted to hold the little dumpling, but she stopped when she saw her weak appearance. 

he reached out and carefully touched the little furball’s chest. 

it was hot. 

moreover, there were also weak but regular bullying. 



luo chenxi felt a little relieved. 

on the way to the hospital just now, she was so scared that she almost lost her mind. all kinds of 

terrifying thoughts kept appearing in her mind. 

the moment she heard that something had happened to xiao tuanzi, she subconsciously thought of the 

child she had lost four years ago. 

she recalled the image of her waking up from her coma and the doctor telling her, ” i’m sorry, the child 

was not saved. ” 
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she was really afraid that history would repeat itself. 

fortunately, it turned out that she had been overthinking. 

although xiao tuanzi was weak, it did not seem to be in danger. 

luo chenxi held her little hand tightly. she turned around and looked at the director of the kindergarten 

who was standing by the bed. 

“what’s going on? how was mu tianxin’s current situation? why didn’t she wake up?” 

the director’s face was filled with guilt as he walked over and explained the current situation to her. 

” mrs. mu, mu tianxin’s condition is stable now. the doctor said that we’ve given her first-aid and the 

ambulance was called in time, so mu tianxin’s life is no longer in danger. however, she’s still unconscious 

because of the lack of oxygen and water in her lungs. ” 

“what? tang tang hasn’t woken up yet?” luo chenxi widened her eyes in surprise. 

the director quickly said, ” the doctor said that this is caused by a lack of oxygen in her brain. we’ve 

already done a CT scan on her. there shouldn’t be too much of a problem. she’ll wake up after a while. ” 

luo chenxi took a deep breath but did not speak. 

the director bowed to her and said guiltily, ” “mrs. mu, for such a thing to happen in our yinpi 

kindergarten, i can only say that i’m really, really sorry. i have no intention of defending myself for my 

dereliction of duty. i sincerely apologize to you and mr. mu. “at the same time, we’ll pay for mu tianxin’s 

medical expenses in full, and we’ll also compensate her in the future …” 

the director peeked at the cold expression on luo chenxi’s face while he was speaking. he felt extremely 

uneasy in his heart. 

she had seen luo chenxi once at the opening ceremony in the past. it was luo chenxi who appeared 

together with mu yichen. 

luo chenxi looked so gentle and sweet at the time. 

he didn’t expect that when he was angry, he would be so imposing and scary! 



today, when he heard the report from his staff that mu tianxin had fallen into the water and fainted, the 

director’s first reaction was, ” we’re done for! ” 

mu tianxin was not an ordinary child, but the daughter of the mu family’s eldest young master! 

this mu family’s little princess was doted on by thousands of people. usually, if there was a slight bump, 

the garden director would have to worry that the mu family would be unhappy. 

now that such a major incident had happened, one could imagine how furious the mu family would be. 

hence, she did not inform young master mu on purpose. instead, she checked luo chenxi’s phone 

number and informed her first. 

it was because luo chenxi appeared to be gentler and easier to talk to. 

however, her wishful thinking was completely wrong. 

luo chenxi’s expression remained unpleasant after listening to her explanation. she swept her icy cold 

gaze across her face. 

“yinlong kindergarten is the best kindergarten in T city. tang tang’s father and i sent her to your 

kindergarten because we believed that you could take good care of her! and the result? the child’s 

safety can’t even be guaranteed by you! do you think you can just let it go with an apology?” 

upon hearing this, the director secretly shuddered. 

Chapter 873: if you have anything to say, talk to our lawyer! 

 

the tone of mrs. mu’s voice was very similar to young master mu’s. 

it turned out that it was just an illusion that he was easy to talk to! 

it was said that a couple with a good relationship would have more and more similar styles of doing 

things. so it was true! 

in any case, at this moment, the director felt as if he was looking at young master mu himself. 

she forced herself to calm down and said in a sincere tone, ” ” mrs. mu, we won’t just apologize. we’ll 

also provide financial compensation … ” 

luo chenxi raised her hand and cut her off without any hesitation. 

“please get this straight, do you think our mu family is short of this little bit of financial compensation? 

we’re not interested in money. what i want is for my daughter to grow up healthy and happy, and to be 

able to play with the little friends she likes. have you guys achieved that?” 

the director was at a loss for words. 

that’s right, even if he sold yinlong kindergarten, it would probably not be as much as young master 

mu’s daily income. 
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in the face of the mu family’s wealth and power, compensation and the like were completely 

meaningless! 

“mrs. mu …” she said. 

she bit the bullet and stepped forward, still wanting to fight for herself and yinyan kindergarten. 

however, luo chenxi was already losing her patience. 

she waved her hand and said, ” alright, that’s enough. if you have anything to say, go talk to our lawyer! 

all of you can leave now, but all of you are here chattering and disturbing our tang tang, can you bear 

this responsibility? all of you get out! get tang tang’s doctor in charge!” 

the director didn’t dare to say anything more. he quickly shut his mouth and left. 

not long after, the attending doctor came in and re-examined the little dumpling. 

luo chenxi inquired about the director’s condition in detail and realized that the director did not lie to 

her about this. he was pretty much right. 

when he saw her extremely nervous look, he comforted her, ” ” madam, you don’t have to worry too 

much. the child will wake up in two or three hours at most. there shouldn’t be any aftereffects. he just 

needs to be hospitalized for a while for a lung infection. ” 

“okay, doctor. thank you so much.” 

luo chenxi sent the doctor off and sat down by the little dumpling’s bed. 

as she looked at the little dumpling’s face, her heart clenched tighter and tighter. 

seeing the little dumpling injured was a hundred times more painful than her own injury. she really 

wished she could bear it for her. 

luo chenxi kissed her pale little face and said softly, ” “tang tang, you must get well. otherwise, your 

father and your grandparents would be so worried!” 

at the thought of this, luo chenxi noticed that mu yichen was not there. she felt a little strange. 

but after thinking about it carefully, she understood. 

young master mu doted on his daughter so much. if he knew that xiao tuanzi was injured, he would fly 

back immediately even if he was abroad. 

therefore, it could only be that the garden management was afraid of his anger and did not inform him. 

” what number one elite kindergarten in T city? you don’t have any sense of responsibility at all! ” 

luo chenxi was infuriated. she ridiculed yinyan kindergarten in her heart once again. 

she fumbled for her phone and opened her contact list. she found mu yichen’s phone number in no 

time. 

the name on it was still ‘tsundere goods’. 



she stared at the number, slightly lost in thought. 

she had not called mu yichen since the day they parted on bad terms after having a big fight in the 

apartment. 

mu yichen … did not call her either. 

before she rejected mu yichen’s proposal, this man would call her every meal even when he was 

working overseas. he even had a lot of wechat messages. 

Chapter 874: mu yichen … did he really not have any more feelings for her? 

 

this was the first time they had not contacted each other for more than a week … 

luo chenxi suppressed the faint disappointment in her heart and pressed the dial button decisively. 

even though she had made up her mind not to contact mu yichen again when they broke up, the little 

dumpling’s injury was a serious matter. it was much more important than her personal love life. 

she had to inform the little dumpling’s father as soon as possible. 

luo chenxi felt a little nervous when she thought about how she was about to hear the man’s sexy and 

deep voice again after a week. 

she tried her best to remain calm, held her breath, and quietly waited for the call to connect. 

however, the phone rang again and again, and no one picked up even after it hung up … 

luo chenxi’s expression changed ever so slightly. 

“damn it, he’s not picking up the phone!” 
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she had no choice but to open her wechat and send mu yichen a message. 

she even explained the little dumpling’s condition and the hospital’s address in detail for fear that mu 

yichen would misunderstand her. 

however, luo chenxi realized after waiting for more than ten minutes that mu yichen was not even 

replying to her wechat! 

this time, her face turned completely ugly. 

‘is mu yichen really … done with her?’ 

…… 

mu group, president’s office. 

mu yichen tossed a document onto the table and said to zhuo feng who was standing in front of the 

table,”that’s all you have to do. you can leave now.” 



zhuo feng took the document, but he did not leave immediately. he stood where he was. 

mu yichen waited for a while. he raised his eyebrows in puzzlement when he noticed that tang zui was 

still not moving. 

“why aren’t you leaving? it was already nine o ‘clock at night. don’t tell me that you like work so much 

that you’re ready to give the company to you for free?” 

zhuo feng hesitated for a moment, then said, ” “president, you haven’t had much rest these few days. 

you can’t go on like this! if he didn’t handle it well, he might lose his life! madam called me today and 

told me to tell you to go home and rest well today. otherwise, she’ll come to the company to take you 

back tomorrow!” 

in fact, even without tan yueru’s call, zhuo feng had wanted to say these words for a long time. 

ever since the day the president had a big fight with young madam, he had been in a gloomy state. 

in the past, young master mu was already scary enough when he was angry. 

but now, it had reached a level where one look was enough to make people pee their pants. 

the mu family’s senior executives had been so scared that they fell sick these few days, but they didn’t 

dare to not come to work. 

moreover, it was even scarier that mu yichen seemed to be suffering from insomnia. he had not had a 

good night’s sleep for the past few days. 

he worked from morning to night every day and did not go home at night. 

even though the president’s office had an attached lounge, according to zhuo feng’s observation, mu 

yichen rarely used it. 

such a state was clearly very unhealthy. 

zhuo feng watched helplessly as the shadow at the bottom of mu yichen’s eyes grew darker and darker. 

his face grew more and more haggard, and he was extremely worried. 

the young master wouldn’t collapse from overwork, right? 

when mu yichen heard zhuo feng’s words, he raised his head and swept a glance at him. ” i’ll naturally 

rest when it’s time for me to rest. it’s none of your business. if you don’t want to get off work, then stay 

and work overtime with me! ” 

” no, no, no. president, i was wrong. i shouldn’t have been a busybody! ” 

zhuo feng quickly shook his head and admitted his mistake. 

” i’ll take my leave then. president, this is the sleeping pill madam made for you. it’s said to be very 

effective and has no side effects. you can try it … ” 

zhuo feng left a bottle of medicine on his desk and fled the scene. 

Chapter 875: don’t be afraid, i’ll be right there! 



 

mu yichen leaned back on his office chair dejectedly when he saw tang wulin leaving. 

zhuo feng was right. they couldn’t go on like this. 

however, it wasn’t that he didn’t want to sleep, but … he couldn’t sleep! 

as long as he thought of the little woman he treated with all his heart, but ignored his sincerity and 

rejected him several times, he would feel anxious. 

the direct consequence of this was insomnia. 

mu yichen saw the medicine bottle left behind by zhuo feng on the table. he hesitated for a moment 

before he reached out to take it. 

during this period, he had tried some domestic sleeping pills, but they had no effect on him. 

the bottle tan yueru had asked someone to bring over was imported, so it might be useful. 

mu yichen poured out a pill, raised his head, and swallowed it. 
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after a few minutes, he started to feel sleepy. 

he picked up the phone on the table and glanced at it. he hesitated for a moment and set it to silent 

mode. 

at this time, there shouldn’t be many people who would call his personal phone. 

tan yueru and bai shixun had attacked him because they were worried about his health. he didn’t want 

to listen to their nonsense at all. 

and the phone call he really wanted to hear … had not been answered for a long time. 

in the past, every time the two of them quarreled, he would deliberately not pick up the call of that little 

woman, just to make her anxious. 

this time, he had thought the same way in the beginning. 

however, as time went by, he no longer cared about his reputation. if luo chenxi was willing to give him 

a call, he would definitely pick it up immediately. 

unfortunately, he didn’t. 

maybe there won’t be any in the future … 

he turned pale and pushed his phone to the side. then, he lay on the bed in the lounge. 

he had no idea that luo chenxi had already called him five to six times and sent him more than ten 

wechat messages, yet she did not receive any reply from him. she had already categorized him as an 

‘irresponsible father’ in her heart. 

the sleeping pills given by tan yueru were effective as expected. mu yichen fell asleep, which was rare. 



moreover, he had slept for more than an hour before he was suddenly awoken. 

after he woke up, mu yichen recalled tan yueru’s words when she asked zhuo feng to take him home. he 

decided to go home for once. 

before he left, he picked up the phone on the table and looked down at it. his expression suddenly 

changed. 

” tang tang actually … damn it, i actually missed the stupid woman’s call! ” 

he was burning with anxiety and immediately called back. 

…… 

at this very moment. 

in the first-class ward of ruixin hospital. 

luo chenxi was still sitting in front of the little dumpling’s bed. she guarded her closely. 

it had been two hours since the little dumpling was sent to the hospital, but she had yet to wake up. 

luo chenxi had been on tenterhooks all this while. she had looked for the attending doctor a few times. 

although the result she got every time was ” nothing, just wait a little longer, ” the little dumpling still 

didn’t wake up, and her mental pressure was getting greater and greater. 

moreover, at nine o ‘clock in the evening, the little dumpling actually began to have a high fever. 

the doctor said that it was caused by a lung infection, which was a normal phenomenon. 

however, luo chenxi’s heart ached for the little dumpling when she saw the little dumpling’s flushed face 

and her pained expression. 

he kept using alcohol to lower her body temperature. 

just then, her phone suddenly rang. 

luo chenxi was absent-minded. she picked up the call. ” i’m sorry, i’m very busy now. can we contact 

each other tomorrow if there’s anything? ” 

“chenxi, i just saw your message. tang tang fell into the water in the kindergarten? how did this happen? 

don’t be afraid, i’ll be right there!” 

Chapter 876: he was the man she loved, the little dumpling’s father 

 

luo chenxi was in a daze for a moment when she heard the familiar magnetic voice coming from the 

phone. 

initially, she was certain that mu yichen would not come when she did not receive a reply after waiting 

for such a long time. 

suddenly hearing his urgent voice, she felt that it was a little unreal. 



mu yichen’s voice sounded even more anxious when he did not hear her reply. ” chenxi, did you hear 

what i said? ” 

” mm. ” luo chenxi quickly replied, ” mu yichen, tangtang … tangtang hasn’t woken up yet. she’s even 

running a fever. what … what should we do? ” 

when she opened her mouth, she was almost frightened by her own hoarse and trembling voice. 

just now, when she was alone in the hospital, she was able to maintain her composure even when she 

was negotiating with the director and the doctor. it was as if she was really strong and could still handle 

tang tang’s unconscious situation calmly. 

however, she realized that she was not as strong-willed as she thought she was the moment she heard 

mu yichen’s voice … 

in fact, deep down in her heart, she really hoped to have a strong shoulder for her to lean on. 
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mu yichen could tell that there was something wrong with her voice. his heart ached for her at once. 

“chenxi, don’t be afraid. wait for me at the hospital. i’ll be there soon, do you hear me?” 

“yes, yes!” luo chenxi nodded vigorously. 

at this moment, she had completely forgotten how they had parted on bad terms the last time they 

met. 

she only remembered that the person on the other end of the phone was the man she loved, the little 

dumpling’s father. he was their strong backing and support. 

the sound of a sports car engine starting up came from the phone, and then the line was cut off. 

luo chenxi sat in the ward and waited quietly. 

ten minutes later, a tall figure rushed in, covered in dust. 

before luo chenxi could get a clear look at his face, the person grabbed her slender shoulders and pulled 

her into his arms. 

the familiar masculine scent filled her breath. 

at that very moment, luo chenxi’s eyes welled up with tears. she almost could not control herself from 

tearing up. 

she stretched out her arms and wrapped them around mu yichen’s waist in return. she buried her face 

in his chest. 

mu yichen noticed that her body was trembling slightly. he hugged her even more tightly and consoled 

her in a low voice,”alright, i’m here. don’t worry, tang tang will be fine. trust me? hmm?” 



she was well aware that mu yichen was neither a doctor nor a god. however, when she heard the man’s 

deep voice and felt the warmth from his body, luo chenxi’s heart that had been suspended in midair 

finally settled down. 

she leaned into mu yichen’s arms and calmed down very quickly. 

when she remembered that the little dumpling was still lying on the hospital bed, she reached out and 

pushed mu yichen’s chest. she stepped back and walked to the side of the bed. she looked at the little 

dumpling with a worried expression. 

“mu yichen, tang tang hasn’t woken up yet. the doctor here can’t come up with any other treatment 

plan other than making me wait a little longer. what should we do?” 

the soft and warm fragrance that he had finally managed to embrace again suddenly disappeared. 

for a moment, mu yichen’s heart felt empty. he wished he could grab the little woman back and hug her 

again. 

however, he felt a chill in his heart when he heard luo chenxi mention the little dumpling’s condition. his 

expression turned solemn when he recalled the reason he came to the hospital. 

he followed luo chenxi to the bed. he lowered his head and looked at the pale and motionless little 

dumpling on the bed. 

a burst of anger rose in his heart. 

“damn it, how did tang tang become like this? he was fine a few days ago!” 

Chapter 877: you’re not allowed to bite your lips, or else … 

 

the last time he saw the little dumpling in luo chenxi’s apartment, she was still wearing her rabbit 

pajamas. she was fair, chubby, and loved by everyone. 

it was apparent that luo chenxi was taking good care of him. 

however, he did not expect that his little princess would become like this in just a few days! 

luo chenxi had a guilty expression on her face. ” it’s my fault. father and mother left tang tang to me, but 

i let her get hurt … ” 

the little dumpling was fine when she was at the mu family’s house. however, after living with her, 

something happened within a few days. 

even though it was due to yinlong kindergarten’s inadequate care, luo chenxi still felt very guilty. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows and interrupted her, ” this is none of your business! no one values tang 

tang more than you do, and they care more about her. you didn’t expect yinyan kindergarten to be so 

irresponsible. don’t take all the blame on yourself, do you hear me?” 

” but … ” luo chenxi bit her lip. 



“no buts, and don’t bite your lips, or else …” 
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mu yichen had not finished his sentence, but his gaze lingered on luo chenxi’s pink lips. 

luo chenxi shuddered and quickly shut her mouth. 

mu yichen sat on the edge of the bed and observed the little dumpling’s condition for a while. then, he 

covered her with the blanket and touched her little face before he stood up. 

he turned to luo chenxi and said, ” ruixin hospital is a tertiary grade a hospital. there won’t be any major 

problems with their diagnosis. you don’t have to worry too much. ” however, in order to avoid any 

accidents, i’ll contact a few experts to take a look at tang tang again. give me a moment.” 

mu yichen was afraid of disturbing the little dumpling, so he only took out his phone to make a few calls 

when he was in the corridor. 

not long after, a middle-aged man in his forties came to see the little dumpling. 

the doctors on duty in the hospital saw him and immediately caused a commotion. the doctors from the 

surrounding wards all gathered around. 

even the director of the hospital was alarmed and rushed to the ward in person. 

“dr. wang, why did you come to our hospital?” 

even if such an internationally renowned expert tried to use his connections and spent a lot of money to 

invite him to a consultation, he might not be willing to come. today, he took the initiative to appear in 

ruixin hospital. 

when the director heard the news, he could not believe his ears. 

dr. wang was sitting in front of the hospital bed, holding a stethoscope and examining the little 

dumpling. 

when he heard the sound, he turned his head and glared at the director. ” be gentle. can’t you see that 

i’m examining a patient? why didn’t you knock?” 

“cough, cough. dr. wang, it’s my fault. please go back to your work …” 

more than ten minutes later, doctor wang put down the various equipment in his hands and turned to 

look at luo chenxi who appeared anxious. 

“young master mu, mrs. mu, the diagnosis from ruixin hospital is basically correct. however, your 

daughter has been unconscious for too long. to avoid any side effects, it’s best to use the following 

medicine … also, you have to lower her body temperature as soon as possible. other than an iv, you 

have to use physical methods to lower her temperature …” 

dr. wang briefly explained xiao tuanzi’s condition, took out a pen and paper from his pocket, and quickly 

prescribed several kinds of medicine. 

luo chenxi nodded continuously and took note of everything dr. wang said. 



dr. wang was indeed an internationally renowned expert. the diagnosis he made was obviously more 

reliable. it was completely different from the ambiguous answer given by the attending doctor earlier. 

luo chenxi heaved a sigh of relief. she turned around and took a glance at mu yichen with her big, bright 

eyes. 

Chapter 878: tang tang, don’t cry. you not only have big sister, you also have daddy! 

 

as expected, the people young master mu invited were different. 

mu yichen noticed her gaze. the corners of his lips curled up ever so slightly and he appeared to be a 

little pleased with himself. 

dr. wang only had time to talk to the director who was standing at the door after he finished examining 

the little dumpling. 

he nodded at the director. ” why are you here? ” i’m here for nothing important, just to treat a little 

friend.” 

“see a doctor?” the director was shocked. ” who could have invited you to treat a child with such a small 

illness … ” 

the director’s gaze fell on young master mu’s cold and handsome face, and he suddenly felt that this 

face looked a little familiar. 

then, he thought of how doctor wang had addressed him just now … 

the dean couldn’t help but gasp! 

“young … young master mu? the injured little mu tianxin is your … your …” 
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“my daughter.” mu yichen said calmly, ” i didn’t expect the medical standard of ruixin hospital to be so 

disappointing. my daughter has been in a coma for a long time. my wife has looked for your doctor 

several times, but they can’t even come up with a decent treatment plan.” 

the back of the director’s clothes was soaked with cold sweat. 

he had never expected that young master mu’s daughter, the little princess of the mu group, would be 

staying in their hospital! 

but, wasn’t it rumored that young master mu was single? 

why did he suddenly have a wife? even his daughter was already so big? 

the director was utterly confused, but he dared not probe further. he could only apologize to mu yichen 

desperately. 

mu yichen scoffed coldly. ” that’s enough. why are you still surrounding this place? what if you disturb 

my daughter’s rest?” 



the crowd hurriedly left. 

after the little dumpling changed the medicine prescribed by dr. wang, it didn’t take long for it to 

suddenly twist on the bed and make a muffled sound. 

luo chenxi and mu yichen had been standing guard by the bed. they immediately went over when they 

heard the commotion. 

xiao tuanzi opened its eyes with great effort. its head was dizzy and its body was weak. it could not 

figure out where it was at all. 

however, he immediately saw the familiar and friendly figure in front of him. 

her eyes suddenly lit up and she shouted, ” big sister … big sister … eh? cough, cough …” 

the little furball opened its mouth and spoke in a hoarse voice. 

luo chenxi was stunned earlier, but she snapped back to her senses when she heard the little dumpling’s 

voice. 

she immediately pounced on the bed and hugged the little dumpling. ” tang tang, you’re awake. you’re 

finally awake! ” you’re going to scare big sister!” 

the little dumpling looked confused and pouted. ” big sister, tang tang’s throat hurts … ” 

luo chenxi quickly covered her mouth upon hearing her words. ” tang tang, stop talking. do you 

remember when you were playing in kindergarten this afternoon, you accidentally fell into the pond and 

drowned? your teacher sent you to the hospital, and you were unconscious for a few hours!” 

the little furball finally remembered. tears of fear appeared in its eyes, and its small body trembled a 

few times. 

the water was so dark and scary! 

the feeling of drowning was too uncomfortable! 

luo chenxi looked at the frightened expression on her petite face. her heart ached for her as she hugged 

her tightly. 

” don’t be afraid, tangtang. it’s alright now. big sister will protect you in the future! ” 

the little dumpling sobbed in luo chenxi’s arms. 

luo chenxi hugged her and coaxed her for a long time. 

mu yichen was watching from the side. he suddenly walked over and sat on the edge of the bed. he 

pulled the two of them into his arms. 

“alright, don’t be afraid. tang tang, don’t cry. not only do you have big sister, but you also have daddy! i 

will protect you too.” 

Chapter 879: this is the hospital, what do you think i’m going to do to you? 

 



the little dumpling gradually calmed down under luo chenxi and mu yichen’s continuous coaxing. 

after a day of shock, she ate a little something and took some medicine before falling asleep. 

luo chenxi covered the little dumpling with the blanket carefully and gave her a kiss on her tiny face. 

when he wanted to get up, his back hit a solid wall of meat. 

mu yichen seized the opportunity to hold her slender waist and pulled her into his arms. 

at present, the crisis had been averted. luo chenxi had calmed down quite a bit. she also realized that 

her relationship with mu yichen seemed to have returned to square one. 

now, they seemed to have returned to the way they were a family of three. 

the effort she put in to break up with mu yichen a few days ago seemed to be completely useless now. 

her body stiffened at the thought. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

mu yichen sensed that something was not right with him. he tightened his arms around her and lowered 

his head. he moved closer to her petite face and said worriedly,”chenxi, what’s wrong? are you still 

worried about tang tang? she should be fine. didn’t dr. wang say so? as long as her fever subsided, tang 

tang could be discharged. don’t be afraid, you’ll be fine. i’ll be here with you.” 

the man’s hot breath was close to her ear. 

it felt so intimate. 

luo chenxi’s face was blushing faintly. 

mu yichen’s heart skipped a beat as he looked at the rouge-like color. he turned his head to the side 

subconsciously and planted a kiss on her face. 

it was such a moving scene. 

it was one of the images that he couldn’t get to sleep these days. 

luo chenxi was startled by his sudden action and almost screamed. 

“mu yichen!” 

the man chuckled indifferently and kissed her behind her ear again. ” be quiet. you don’t want to wake 

tang tang up, do you? ” 

luo chenxi quickly shut her mouth and took a glance at the little dumpling on the bed. she was only 

relieved when she saw that the little dumpling was sleeping peacefully. 

she turned around and glared at mu yichen. ” let me go first … ” 

her voice had yet to fade when her body was suddenly lifted into the air. mu yichen carried her in his 

arms. 



luo chenxi could not help changing her expression. ” m-mu yichen, what are you trying to do? put me 

down! are you crazy? this … this is the hospital!” 

she was shocked by mu yichen’s action. 

mu yichen’s body was surprisingly hot when he hugged her earlier. in addition to that, he had said those 

ambiguous words … 

he couldn’t be in the hospital right now … right? 

the next second, she was placed on another big bed in the room, which was for the family members 

who were accompanying the patient to rest. 

luo chenxi shuddered. her first reaction was to prop her body up with her elbow in an attempt to 

escape. 

however, she had just gotten up when mu yichen held her shoulders and pushed her back onto the bed. 

luo chenxi widened her eyes and shot the man a reproachful look. ” you … what are you trying to do?! 

i’m telling you, mu yichen, i …” 

“what do you think i want to do?” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes. ” luo chenxi, i didn’t expect you to have such a dirty heart! this is a 

hospital, what do you think i’m going to do to you?” 

luo chenxi almost vomited blood upon hearing his words. 

it was clearly this man who had said such ambiguous words, but he actually hit the bullseye? 

mu yichen looked at her pouting face as if he was deep in thought. he suddenly could not help laughing. 

“what are you laughing at?” luo chenxi frowned. 

mu yichen shook his head and stopped smiling. ” alright, it’s already past three in the morning. if you 

don’t rest now, how will you have the energy to take care of tang tang tomorrow? ” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. ” you … ” 

Chapter 880: it’s not that i don’t want to sleep, i just can’t 

 

it turned out that she had really misunderstood! 

did mu yichen carry her to the bed just to let her have a good rest? 

“what about you?” 

mu yichen said indifferently, ” tang tang’s fever hasn’t completely subsided yet. someone needs to look 

after her at night. you should go to bed first. leave tang tang to me. ” 

upon hearing his words, luo chenxi flung his hand away at once and sat up. 



“no, mu yichen, let me do it. you’d better lie down and rest! do you know how scary you look right 

now?” 

the little dumpling was still unconscious earlier, so luo chenxi’s mind was all on her. she did not pay 

much attention to mu yichen’s condition. 

by the looks of it, mu yichen’s expression was truly terrible. 

his hair was messy, his face was yellow, and the stubble on his chin was not even shaved clean, not to 

mention the two scary dark circles under his eyes! 

boxn ov el. c o m 

now, how could the man in front of her still have the demeanor of the nation’s husband? 

if he walked out, his wife fans might not even be able to recognize him at once! 

luo chenxi was frightened by his expression. she grabbed his wrist. ” mu yichen, what’s the matter with 

you? why did he end up like this? is there a lot of work in the company recently? why would a big ceo 

like you need to stay up all night and work overtime?” 

“don’t you know that you can’t earn all the money you want? nothing is more important than your 

health. how old are you? why are you still acting like a child? can’t you learn how to balance your work 

and life? if your body is damaged, your family and friends will be worried!” 

it suddenly occurred to luo chenxi that she would hide by the side and steal when the little dumpling 

was on the phone with tan yueru every day. 

a few days ago, tan yueru did mention that mu yichen had been working overtime in the office for a few 

days. moreover, he did not even sleep. he was still working every day. 

however, luo chenxi suspected that tan yueru exaggerated the story on purpose to trick her into going 

back. that was why she had been pretending not to hear it. 

now, it seemed that tan yueru was not exaggerating. in fact, she had described it too lightly! 

mu yichen was lectured by the little woman. 

however, there was no sign of displeasure on his face. 

the corners of his lips curled up slightly, revealing his first smile of the week. ” ” yes, you’re right. i’ll 

listen to you and won’t stay up late and work overtime in the future. ” 

luo chenxi did not expect mu yichen to be so obedient at all. 

usually, why would this proud and pampered thing listen to her advice? 

even if he agreed with her in his heart and would do as she said, he would not be so honest with his 

mouth. 

luo chenxi glanced at young master mu suspiciously. ” you’re not patronizing me on purpose, are you? 

since you know that staying up late is bad for your health, what were you doing a few days ago?” 



mu yichen’s eyes flickered slightly. ” a few days ago … it’s not that i didn’t want to sleep. i just couldn’t 

fall asleep. ” 

upon hearing his words, luo chenxi felt a stab of pain in her heart. she lowered her head in guilt. 

there was no doubt that mu yichen could not fall asleep because of her. 

these few days, she had also been suffering in her heart every day. if it wasn’t for the little angel, little 

dumpling, by her side, she definitely wouldn’t be able to sleep. 

mu yichen stared at her lowered head. ” however, it won’t happen again in the future. ” as long as you 

stay by my side, i’ll listen to you. i’ll sleep whenever you want me to sleep. i’ll sleep in whatever position 

you want me to sleep in …” 

the man’s deep voice had a hint of a smile. 

luo chenxi’s ears were red. 

 


